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1. Stochastic programming. An important role in the development of stochastic programming 

was played by the seminal work of R. T. Rockafellar and R. J.-B. Wets [5,6] and E. B. Dynkin 

[1-3] in the 1970s. This work served as the starting point for the line of research reviewed below. 

Most of the results were motivated by economic applications. 
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2. Stochastic programming and economic growth over an infinite time horizon. Paper [6] 

extends Dynkin’s results [1-3] to an infinite time horizon and stationary stochastic models. 

Stationarity is defined in terms of ergodic theory: via a time shift – a measure-preserving 

transformation of the underlying probability space. For stationary models, infinite sums of utilities 

typically diverge, therefore a central role in the paper is played by the Ramsey-Weizsäcker 

“overtaking” optimality criterion. The key mathematical result in [6] is an <L∞,L1>  version of the 

Kuhn-Tucker theorem for a stationary stochastic programming problem defined in terms of a 

measure-preserving transformation of the probability space [6, Section 4]. The proof of the 

existence of Lagrange multipliers/dual variables in L1 is based on the Yosida-Hewitt theorem.  
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Results in [6] serve as the basis for Chapters 4 and 5 in the book [7]. 
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1 The main results of [2] are presented in Chapter 9 of the book [3]. 
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3. Lagrange multipliers for stochastic programming problems. Paper [8] took a look at the 

classical results of Rockafellar and Wets [4,5] from a different angle, providing a direct 

construction of Lagrange multipliers via a Kuhn-Tucker theorem in <L∞,L1>, without the use of 

the apparatus of convex duality. 
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Article [9] in Encyclopedia of Optimization provided a brief review of results of this kind, and 

paper [10] applied them to the theory of stochastic growth. 
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4. Non-convex stochastic programming. Paper [11] developed the Bellman principle of dynamic 

programming in the context of finite-stage non-convex stochastic optimization problems. 
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5. Regular conditional expectations. For the purposes of [11] techniques of regular conditional 

expectations (RCE) of random variables depending on parameters were developed. This is a 

device which makes it possible to work in a general situation, when conventional conditional 

distributions (regular conditional probabilities) do not exist. RCE and their extensions to 

set-valued random variables were studied in [12-14]. 
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5. Equilibrium stochastic programming. All the above results pertaining to the convex case 

were obtained in < L∞,L1> settings and relied upon the Yosida-Hewitt theorem. An alternative 

approach using the “biting lemma” was proposed in: 
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This was needed to pass from the conventional stochastic optimization models to more general and 

complex stochastic equilibrium models. Here, roughly speaking, the objective function depends 

not only on the primal, but also on the dual variables. This is characteristic for economic models, 

where the dual variables represent prices. It turned out that in such contexts, the Yosida-Hewitt 

theorem does not work, but the biting lemma does. This was demonstrated in [16]. 
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The work in this direction with the corresponding references is described in more detail in the 

review: Equilibrium, growth and local interactions. 

 

6. Stochastic programming on directed graphs. Papers [17, 18] deal with stochastic 

optimization and control problems on directed graphs. 
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7. Stochastic programming, insurance and information. Paper [19] develops a non-traditional 

approach to insurance modelling and a theory of economic information distinct from the classical 

Shannon’s information theory. A key role is played by the Rockafellar-Wets [5] prices of 

information constraints. 
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